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The Antarctic Treaty regime was shaped and will be shaped by international 
actors of influence. Its endurance will depend on the extent they see it 
coinciding with or diverging from their interests. Over time the interests can be 
expected to change. The longevity of the Antarctic Treaty regime will depend on 
the extent it is able to accommodate the evolving mix of interests of the 
international actors of influence – its malleability.  

This paper will seek to tease out these themes. It will look first at the 
interests that were melded into the Antarctic Treaty by the states that negotiated 
it. The paper will then try to identify the principal interests as they present 
themselves 40 years on. From there it will turn to the actors of influence as they 
exist and are likely emerge. The final section will comment on the adaptability 
and resilience of the Antarctic Treaty regime and suggest directions the regime 
may take under the influence of the interests and actors that have been 
identified. 

THE ANTARCTIC TREATY REGIME 
The founding international actors of greatest influence in the Antarctic Treaty 
regime were, of course, nation states. Twelve of them brought the Antarctic 
Treaty into force in 1961. Their interests diverged, notably over pursuit of 
individual claims or bases of claims that nine of them asserted. The negotiating 
process (and one should count the international co-operation of the International 
Geophysical Year as part of that process) produced the Antarctic Treaty. Like 
the outcome of any international negotiation, the treaty was a compromise 
albeit, as soon became apparent, an inspired one.  

For Australia the irritating grains of sand that, pearl like, the Antarctic 
Treaty encrusted were Australia’s inability to bolster its claim and to exclude the 
Soviet Union whose presence Australia regarded as a security threat. The 
Government’s efforts had failed to gain recognition of its claim from a wider 
group of non-Commonwealth states than France and Norway that had already 
explicitly done so. Australia was powerless to prevent the Soviet Union 
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establishing bases across the Australian Antarctic Territory as part of the 
International Geophysical Year and had to come to terms with the evident 
intention of the Soviet Union that the Antarctic presence of that country was 
permanent. The treaty’s demilitarisation of the region, protection of existing 
claims and moratorium on new ones were the best outcomes that could be 
expected.2  

Once concluded in 1961, there was no political dispute in Australia about 
the value of the Antarctic Treaty. It was welcomed by all political parties. To 
take a contrasting example, there was much disputation about the merits of the 
treaty in Argentina where many saw it as a serious impediment to the projection 
of Argentine power in a region falling naturally under Argentine sovereignty.3  
 
LIMITED INTERESTS AND USE 
The limited range of human activities for regulation in 1959 was an important 
ingredient in the 12 governments agreeing on the Antarctic Treaty. Some 
possible activities were disposed of by a simple prohibition. Most were ignored 
because they were not judged to be pressing.  

Denial of use was evident in the commitment to demilitarisation (Art. I), 
ban on nuclear explosions and disposal of radioactive waste (Art. V). The only 
human activity that the treaty explicitly regulated was scientific research. It left 
unmentioned or excluded from its ambit other permitted human activities in the 
Antarctic. Thus it made no mention of tourism, mining, sealing, whaling and 
fishing even though these were in the mind of the negotiators. Tourism could be 
ignored because there was very little of it and the activity was uneconomic. 
(Chile and Argentina had only recently organised a handful of trial ventures).4 
Although there was then confidence that large scale mineral deposits existed in 
the Antarctic, mining was far in the future. No such deposits had been found and 
even if found would have been unexploitable for technical and economic 
reasons. These considerations allowed the negotiators to bypass the 
complicating issue of mining.  
                                                 
2 Cabinet minute dated 20 January 1958, decision no. 1,167 in NAA file: A1838/269, item TS 
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Sealing could be ignored for two reasons. The first was that the valuable 
fur seals had already been nearly wiped out since first exploited some 140 years 
before in the accessible areas around the Antarctic Peninsula. It was also 
possible for the treaty to ignore pelagic sealing by excluding marine areas south 
of 60° S latitude. This was done by incorporating saving of high seas rights in 
the treaty’s geographic scope (art. VI). At the time this exclusion was of 
significance for the then grossly over-exploitative activity of whaling that was 
thus left to the International Whaling Commission. No commercial steps had 
then been taken to fish the Southern Ocean.5 

Agreement to the treaty was also facilitated by a low level of interest in 
environmental protection combined with a limited awareness of the 
environmental impact of human activities. It was unnecessary to devise for 
incorporation in the draft treaty substantive rules for environmental protection. 
Governments did not then count the environment among their main interests. 

Self-denial in ruling out some activities and the need to regulate in any 
detail only one (scientific research) were keys to agreement in 1959. A 
conscious decision was made to defer the regulation of other activities. Each of 
the 12 governments saw such a conceptually simple approach compatible with 
pursuit of its national interests: principally strategic and safeguarding individual 
positions on national claims. The foundation in the treaty for the reconciliation 
of these interests were the demilitarisation of the region, a modus vivendi by 
which parties could carry out scientific research without friction and the brilliant 
formulation in art. IV that permitted parties to set aside the issue of claims.  

 
CHANGE IN INTERESTS 
The silences of the Antarctic Treaty were loud. Any of a number of the 
unprovided for activities had the potential to wreck the new regime with its 
rudimentary organisational mechanism. The review conference and associated 
withdrawal procedure 30 years after entry into force were inserted in 
acknowledgement of the likelihood of stresses emerging with which the 
Antarctic Treaty as negotiated would be unable to cope. It is fair to say that 
apprehension about the future of the Antarctic Treaty in 2001 is less than in 
1961.  

The first 40 years has seen the regime address a range of issues hard and 
not so hard that had been left aside in the negotiation of the treaty. The regime 
has undergone some big and many incremental changes. Consensus measures of 
consultative meetings have set out increasingly detailed positions on a multitude 
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of subjects including tourism and, notably, environmental protection. The big 
changes have been the development of sub-regimes to regulate economic 
activities – sealing, marine living resources and mining - and a protocol to 
protect the environment generally. 

As we all know, two attempts were made to crack the minerals nut. Of all 
the issues, the exploitation of minerals had the greatest potential to tear the 
Antarctic Treaty regime apart. It is a measure of the resilience that the regime 
had attained only a decade after its inauguration that, albeit with apprehension, 
its members turned their attention to the development of a regulatory minerals 
regime.6 The accommodation of national interests packaged in the complex 
convention finally adopted in 1988 would have been scarcely conceivable in 
1961.7 Some said it was too clever by half; that the balancing of competing 
interests reflected in its complexity made it unstable. For good or bad, in 1991 
the consultative parties substituted a prohibition of at least 50 years8 for the 
regulatory convention thus adding to the prohibitions of the Antarctic Treaty.  

INTERNATIONAL ACTORS OF INFLUENCE  
The years have seen an expansion of the core of states that have regarded 
themselves as having sufficient interest to justify their full participation in an 
international regime for Antarctica. Activity has been taken as the measure of 
that interest. When it first broached such a regime in the 1940s the United States 
approached only the seven claimants. The Soviet Union, Belgium, South Africa 
and Japan demanded their inclusion.9 The twelve (including the United States 
itself) established Antarctic bases during the International Geophysical Year. 
Only these were invited to the Washington Conference that drew up the treaty. 
Poland and Brazil if not others resented their exclusion.10  

The last 40 years has seen a relaxation in the activity criteria for 
consultative party membership. There are now 27 consultative parties, some 
with only modest scientific programmes. In a large measure these changes have 
been a response to the United Nations General Assembly challenge of the 
Antarctic Treaty regime. In this and other ways the consultative party club has 
opened itself up. The marine living resources sub-regime is likewise open to full 
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participation by all states that display a serious interest: those “engaged in 
research or harvesting activities in relation to the marine living resources”.11  

The net result of liberal participation requirements is an Antarctic Treaty 
regime that incorporates a wide and powerful group of states open for what is 
now a modest investment to any newcomer who seeks involvement. While this 
state of affairs persists it is highly likely that the Antarctic Treaty regime will be 
invulnerable to any renewed challenge from outside states whether through the 
United Nations General Assembly or otherwise. The regime is likely to be more 
vulnerable to pressure from other quarters: from a divergence of interests of its 
members and from the emergence of powerful non-state actors.  

The Antarctic may well attract the attention of large corporations over 
which, by virtue of economic globalisation, individual states have only limited 
control. This is distinctly possible given that states are finding themselves 
constrained in determining policies as close to the heart of government as 
taxation.12 Large scale pirate fishing in the Southern Ocean is a crude Antarctic 
manifestation of the power of private commercial actors. They are prepared to 
risk costly assets for high returns. Surprisingly respectable financial entities 
have emerged from the woodwork to defend some of the seizures. The state 
members of the Antarctic marine living resources commission are taking 
increasingly bold steps to respond but each step has been slow and restricted. 
Obviously there are serious constraints on control of this extra-regime 
commercial activity. Some of these constraints are financial – the high cost of 
enforcement. Others are perceived conceptual difficulties including legal ones in 
responses proposed. For a time some member states saw legal and not just 
policy constraints to the adoption of a mandatory vessel monitoring system by 
the Antarctic marine living resources commission on the ground that such a 
requirement unacceptably interfered with a member’s high seas rights.13 

In other areas private commercial actors are less likely to be so blatant in 
their disregard of the system. They are more likely to pursue their interests 
through state parties by influencing the position that those parties take. Iceberg 
harvesting, prospecting for genetically valuable material and tourism are 
candidate areas for commercial influence. It is not as if private financing of 
Antarctic endeavour is new. There have long been people like the British 
publisher, Sir George Newnes who supported Borchgrevink’s expedition in 
1899, the Australian industrialist Macpherson Robertson who contributed to the 
                                                 
11 Art. VII(2)(b) Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR).  

12 See, for example, Ian Clark, Globalization and International Relations Theory (Oxford UP, 1999) 
for example, p. 96 ff; “Fiscal Termites: Eating the Tax System” produced by Stan Correy, ABC 
Radio National Background Briefing, Sunday 25 March 2001, http://www.abc.net.au/rn/talks-
/bbing/stories/s265977.htm. 

13 See, for example, reservations of Chile and Argentina at CCAMLR, Report of the fourteenth 
meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 24 October - 3 November 1995, §§7.1-7.15. 
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BANZARE voyages, and Lars Christensen, the Norwegian whaling entrepreneur 
and private support of the restoration of Mawson Huts. All these have worked in 
a framework set by governments. For example, the exploration that Christensen 
supported was in aid of safeguarding Norwegian access to Antarctic whaling 
grounds threatened by British imperial Antarctic ambitions.  

The new dimensions introduced by economic globalisation are twofold: 
vast accumulations of capital and a monetary system that allows this to be 
moved around the globe with few restrictions. So far Antarctica has probably 
attracted little of this capital. Tourist operations are still on a relatively modest 
scale conducted by operators who still look to governments to secure their 
interests. That could change. Mass tourism on the continent is now technically 
possible and the required high investment may soon be commercially attractive. 
Such investment is likely to dwarf the Antarctic budget of all but the largest 
state operators. The impact on state control could be profound.  

On the other hand, where fixed installations are necessary even large 
commercial operators are likely to look to states for security of tenure needed to 
underpin finance. This, at least, will ensure that influence over large commercial 
actors is not just in one direction. 

Non-governmental environmental organisations emerged during the 1980s 
as international actors of influence in Antarctic forums. Much of their efforts 
have been funnelled through the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition that 
has secured observer status at consultative meetings and meetings of the marine 
living resources commission. Their influence has been potent. Their methods of 
operation have contributed to this. Linked to domestic environmental groups, it 
has been possible to co-ordinate lobbying at both the domestic and international 
levels thus pressuring state authorities from several directions.  The international 
delegates of environmental organisations have also been well briefed – better 
than some national delegations – and, supported by a public constituency, they 
have been able to maintain a voice independent of official and commercial 
pressure. They can be expected to bring substantial influence to bear on states 
aimed at ensuring a high priority on national agendas for environmental 
interests. How much longer states continue to be receptive will depend on the 
extent that the environmental organisations are challenged by commercial actors 
and how important the states themselves remain as actors of influence in 
Antarctic affairs. 

The international scientific community has long been an international actor 
of influence in the Antarctic. The high point was the International Geophysical 
Year which the scientific community drove. The Scientific Committee on 
Antarctic Research (SCAR) was established to continue co-operative scientific 
research but, with the conclusion of the Antarctic Treaty, governments were in 
the box seat. It is probably fair to say that over the last 40 years SCAR’s 
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influence has declined. An indication of this is found in one of the by-plays of 
the rejection of the Minerals Convention and negotiation of the Madrid Protocol. 
There was a falling out for a time between the organised scientific and 
environmental communities born of fear that environmental regulation would 
impede scientific research. The international scientific community will continue 
to be influential if only because of the emphasis placed in the Antarctic Treaty 
and protocol on scientific research and because of references in regime texts to 
the need to consult SCAR. For governments science is the currency of 
legitimacy and co-operation in the Antarctic. Even so, the scientific community 
is less powerful than the environmental organisations. SCAR is chronically short 
of money. It relies on national committees made up of scientists who in large 
measure are dependent on the public purse. The scientific community is 
influential in so far as funding bodies wish to carry out worthwhile scientific 
work. Scientists are needed to advise and carry out the work. “…[G]overnments 
wishing to ignore scientists could still do so. Alone, the SCAR would not have a 
lot of direct influence.”14 In the absence of support from other international 
actors of influence scientific interests are unlikely to prevail when in conflict 
with other interests. 

INTERESTS OF INTERNATIONAL ACTORS OF INFLUENCE 
The following survey of interests of international actors of influence will group 
relevant interests into three groups. The first includes those that are essentially 
national preoccupations: sovereignty and traditional security. Economic interests 
in the commercial exploitation of Antarctic resources is placed in the second 
group. In a final miscellaneous group scientific and environmental values will be 
bundled. 
Essentially national preoccupations of sovereignty and traditional security 
Sovereignty is pre-eminently a preoccupation of the state. While for some it may 
be said to embrace a bundle of other interests like security and commercial 
exploitation, for others the interest in sovereignty is more than the sum of those 
parts. This can be illustrated by comparing the different approach to sovereignty 
of, say Chile and Argentina, with that of Norway and New Zealand. New 
Zealand’s claim to the Ross Dependency since 1923 was focussed on the 
regulation of whaling. In the lead up to the negotiation of the Antarctic Treaty 
its Prime Minister publicly declared his government’s willingness to surrender 
sovereignty in the interests of establishing an international regime.15 In 1975 its 
delegation to the Oslo consultative meeting “advocated a policy designed to 
                                                 
14 M.J. Peterson, Managing the Frozen South: the creation and evolution of the Antarctic Treaty 
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preserve Antarctica as a World Park, free from commercial activity.”16 New 
Zealand has thus taken the strongest internationalist perspective of any claimant 
to Antarctica. Even so, there are a number of likely reasons why it still maintains 
its claim. It may be as a mark of New Zealand’s Antarctic commitment thus 
arguably enhancing its influence in the Antarctic Treaty regime, as a bargaining 
chip to secure other interests or as something of value in a post Antarctic Treaty 
situation. Norway constituted Dronning Maud Land “subject to Norwegian 
sovereignty as a transferable “dependency” rather than including it within the 
Norwegian realm. Under the Norwegian constitution the territory would have 
been untransferable if it had been made part of the Norwegian realm.17 

In contrast, the Antarctic territories of Argentina and Chile are integral 
parts of the nation. Over the years governments have taken steps to raise public 
consciousness of this status. In both countries there exist highly nationalistic 
geopolitical schools of thought that stress the relationship between power 
politics and geography. Influential quarters, particularly in Argentina, would 
welcome any opportunity that may arise to promote the national claims.18 

Australia has communicated mixed messages on the strength of its 
commitment to its claim. In spite of some bold assertions of Australia’s right to 
control foreigners in the Australian Antarctic Territory including its exclusive 
economic zone,19 Australia is not in the camp of those who assert Antarctic 
sovereignty for its own sake.20 A 1997 report endorsed by the government 
concluded that: 

Territoriality and the overt expression of sovereignty are, at the end 
of the twentieth century, subservient to a view of Antarctica as a 
continent of peace, scientific endeavour, international collaboration 
and international regulation of harvesting limits for marine living 
resources.21 

                                                 
16 Address by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, B.E. Talboys, on 26 April 1978 in New Zealand 

Foreign Affairs Review, vol. 28, nos. 3 & 4 pp. 29-35 at p. 33 (July-Sept. 1978). 

17 See Recommendation dated 10 January 1930 of the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Police in 
support of a Bill for a Law concerning Bouvet Island in Antarctica and International Law (1982-
88) fn 2, vol. 3, pp. 127-28 and notes at p. 130. 

18 Child (1988) fn. 3, pp. 93-97 for Argentina in contrast to Chilean views at ibid., pp. 125-27. 

19 Proclamation dated 26 July 1994 under the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 in Australia, 
Commonwealth of Australia gazette, no. S 290 (29 July 1994), Antarctica and International Law 
(1992-) fn 7, pt. AU94, pp. 55-58. Amendment in 1994 of the Whale Protection Act 1980 to 
applying it to the exclusive economic zone around the AAT and thus to foreigners (see 
Antarctica and International Law (1992-) fn 7, pt. AU94, pp. 68-70).  

20 Discussed at Antarctica and International Law (1992) fn 7, pt. AU92, pp. 39-41 

21 Australia, Antarctic Science Advisory Committee, Australia’s Antarctic Program Beyond 2000: a 
framework for the future; a report to the Parliamentary Secretary for the Antarctic by the 
Antarctic Science Advisory Committee (Department of the Environment, Hobart, October 1997) 
§2.1; http://www.antdiv.gov.au/foresight/. 
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The Antarctic Treaty’s muting of national claims was acceptable to 
claimants because of the physical presence of states holding competing 
viewpoints: no claimant saw the possibility of establishing its own claim as valid 
against the rest of the world. Should enough states withdraw their presence it is 
conceivable that remaining claimants may seize the opportunity to assert their 
sovereignty. The withdrawal of the United Kingdom and the United States from 
the South American sector might be expected to prompt such a reaction from 
Argentina or Chile. Almost certainly such a move would precipitate the 
assertion of competing claims from other South American countries and the 
demise of the Antarctic Treaty that would stand in the way of this action. The 
outcome of inevitable tension between South American countries may be the 
establishment of a South American condominium on the region of the peninsula. 
Such an idea has long been in contemplation as a means of excluding 
hemispheric outsiders.  

These eventualities are most unlikely because powerful non-hemispheric 
states are likely to retain a presence and particularly so in the relatively 
accessible Antarctic Peninsula. In these circumstances the accommodation of 
claims found in the Antarctic Treaty will continue to be the most viable 
compromise of the claims question into the foreseeable future. 

Continuing strong support for the treaty’s assurances of demilitarisation 
also bodes well for the continuation of the Antarctic Treaty regime in some 
form. Strategic interests will ensure that powerful non-hemispheric states retain 
a presence if only to retain influence in the Antarctic Treaty regime and to keep 
in operation the important on-demand inspection regime.  

Drake Passage has long been an important if broad sea route. Defence 
considerations were not among the significant ones that prompted the British to 
assert in the first decade of the twentieth century its claim to the area of the 
Antarctic Peninsula.22 The First World War when whaling provided a crucial 
source of nitroglycerine for explosives and the Second when enemy raiders 
operated from Antarctic and sub-Antarctic waters23 altered that attitude. The 
establishment by Operation “Tabarin” of British bases at the height of the 
Second World War24 bore witness to the strategic importance of the region. For 
a range of reasons including “the Admiralty’s emphasis upon the strategic value 
of the Southern Oceans, including the route around Cape Horn through Drake 
                                                 
22 Admiralty letter to Foreign Office, 26 March 1904, PRO file: FO83/1976, p. 168 mentioned in 

Antarctica and International Law (1982-88) fn 2, vol. 3, p. 241 

23 Headland, Robert, The Island of South Georgia (Cambridge University Press, 1984 reprinted 
1986) pp. 75-76 and 92; Headland, Robert, Chronological List of Antarctic Expeditions and 
Related Historical Events (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989) pp. 258, 303 and 
306. 

24 Headland (1989) fn 23, p. 308-09. 
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Passage” the British War Cabinet decided on 28 January 1943 that action on the 
spot was essential to counter Argentine encroachments.25  

South American views of the continuing importance of Drake Passage do 
not seem to be echoed by outsiders. Even so, it remains the area abutting 
Antarctica that is most likely to attract the strategic interest of states outside the 
region.26 That interest is likely to be promoted by participation in the Antarctic 
Treaty regime that provides for demilitarisation.  

The Argentine resentment at the continuing British presence in the 
Falklands and other South Atlantic islands north of the Antarctic Treaty area and 
Brazilian big power ambitions introduce their own instabilities. The same 
applies to a wider southern cone view that the 1947 Rio Treaty should provide a 
basis to exclude extra-hemispheric states from the security zone.27 

The Australian view of the importance of the treaty probably reflects the 
view of non-American Southern Hemisphere states interested in Antarctica:  

Security arising from the absence of military activity in Antarctica 
is one of the assumptions underlying Australia’s current military 
planning. Therefore, the Department of Defence considers this goal 
to be of fundamental importance in ensuring Australia’s defence 
and strategic interests.  
The ATS has served as an effective and efficient means of 
protecting Australia’s defence interests…maintaining the ATS is 
the best way to ensure that Australia’s defence interests in 
Antarctica are protected, and this is likely to continue to be the case 
into the foreseeable future.28 
As in 1959 the cross currents of the various national security interests at 

play are likely to conclude that the Antarctic Treaty regime offers the most 
desirable security outcome realistically possible for states both near to the 
Antarctic and more remote. 
Economic interests 
Broadly there are two models of political organisation for the pursuit of 
economic interests: within state territorial control or outside state territorial 
                                                 
25 Peter J. Beck, The International Politics of Antarctica (Croom Helm, London & Sydney, 1986) 

pp. 31-32; Antarctica and International Law (1982-88) fn 2, vol. 1, pp. 598-99 & 603-05. 

26 Child (1988) fn. 3, pp. 24-26; Commander Edmundo González, Chilean Navy, “Redefining U.S. 
Hemispheric Interests: a bold naval agenda for the twenty-first century” in ww.nwc.navy.mil-
/press/review/1998/summer/art3su98.htm 

27 Antarctica and International Law (1982-88) fn 2, vol. 1, pp. 489-97; Child (1988) fn. 3, pp. 29-30. 

28 Letter dated 31 January 1997 from Assistant Chief of the Defence Force (policy & strategic 
guidance) to the Chairman, Antarctic Science Advisory Committee in Antarctica and 
International Law (1992-) fn 7, pt. AU97A, pp. 1-2. 
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control. Claiming territory is at the heart of the concept of a nation state29 and 
was the traditional method of states asserting control over resources. It was the 
dominant rationale behind colonial expansion. In the Antarctic as elsewhere 
explorers and commercial interests urged their governments to assert 
sovereignty as a means of securing their own rights to exploit its resources. Thus 
during his 1907-09 expedition Shackleton instructed Professor Edgeworth David 
to “take possession of [the south magnetic pole] on behalf of the above 
expedition for the British nation” and “If economic minerals are found, [to] take 
possession of the area in the same way on my behalf as Commander of this 
expedition.”30 

The alternative political organisation for the pursuit of economic interests 
is the open access model exemplified by access to high seas resources. 
Typically, if someone’s access to a resource in such an area is to be restricted 
that restriction is imposed by the state of nationality. In international legal terms 
the dominant jurisdictional scheme applicable to the control of territory model is 
territorial jurisdiction whereas nationality jurisdiction applies to the open access 
model. 

For all its juridical uniqueness involving as it does national claims the 
Antarctic region is far closer to an open access model of political organisation 
than to one of state territorial control. With the questionable exception of 
Svalbard, there is no other non-maritime area on earth that is subject to an open 
access regime. For all intents and purposes this principle was applied to the 
Antarctic a decade before the conclusion of the Antarctic Treaty. During the late 
1940s the United States balked at being drawn into a regime – whether 
sovereignty based or otherwise – that would restrict its access to anywhere on 
the continent. The interests of the United States “…in exploration and scientific 
research were best served by maintaining free access to the whole continent. 
Asserting a claim would make free access impossible, since such an act would 
necessarily imply acceptance of other states’ rights to make claims and then 
control access to the areas they claimed.”31 A similar attitude of the Soviet 
Union ensured the open access model prevailed. Both the Soviet Union and the 
United States refused to recognize other claims and reserved of their own rights. 
The United States attitude to the Antarctic has parallels to the right it asserted 
during the 19th century on behalf of its nationals to fish (including seal and 
whale) off uninhabited coasts claimed by other states.32 

                                                 
29 James Crawford, The Creation of States in International Law (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1979) 

pp. 36-40. 

30 Shackleton, Ernest Henry, The Heart of the Antarctic being the story of the British Antarctic 
expedition 1907-1909 (2 vols., Heinemann, London, 1909) vol. 2, pp. 75-76. 

31 Peterson (1988) fn 14, p. 53. 

32 Secretary of State (Livingston) to American Charge d'Affaires, Buenos Aires, 26 January 1832 
in Moore, John Bassett,  A digest of international law as embodied in diplomatic discussions, 
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Open access is attractive to states that are able themselves or through their 
nationals to exploit a resource. Whether or not there is competition for the 
resource, the state itself retains maximum discretion. It may decide to impose 
restrictions on its nationals but in doing so it is not beholden to other states. 
Private commercial actors too are also likely to find an open access regime 
attractive because it promises greater freedom. Its state of nationality can be 
influenced in the rigour of restrictions imposed by pointing out the possibility 
that other states will impose less rigorous restrictions on its own nationals. A 
commercial actor still dissatisfied with the restrictions imposed on it might, 
under an open access system, re-arrange its affairs to place itself under the 
national jurisdiction of the less restrictive state. In an extreme form this leads to 
the flag of convenience situation.  

The strength of enforcement…depends on the efforts of each state, 
and that level of effort will be determined the least active, since [to 
take the example of high seas fishing] one fishing state is unlikely 
to want its fleet operating under more restraints than anyone 
else’s.33 
An open access system leaves greater scope for private commercial actors 

to regulate themselves. In the nineteenth century remoteness and slow 
communications left commercial venturers with virtually a free hand to exploit 
maritime resources without interference from even their states of nationality. In 
situations of competition it was possible for actors of various nationalities to 
formulate their own rules and to settle disputes without recourse to state 
authorities. This course was often adopted by whalers.34 There is something of a 
parallel for this in the modern practice of non-legally binding codes of conduct 
for industries and recourse to private arbitration rather than national courts to 
settle disputes. 

If the open access principle is indeed applied to economic activities in the 
Antarctic, the prospect for sustainable exploitation and protection of associated 
interests is poor. This has been the experience of nineteenth century sealing and 
twentieth century whaling. More recently it has been the experience of fin fish 
exploitation in the oceans of the world. There have, of course, been plummeting 
falls of some fish stocks in the Southern Ocean. These falls have occurred in 
spite of steps that will be mentioned below taken by the Antarctic marine living 
                                                                                                                                                         

treaties and other international agreements, international awards, the decision of municipal 
courts, and the writings of jurists, and especially in documents, published and unpublished, 
issued by Presidents and Secretaries of State of the United States, the opinions of the Attorney-
General, and the decisions of courts, federal and state (8 vols, Washington, 1906) vol. 1, pp. 
876-83 at pp. 882-83 

33 Peterson (1988) fn 14, p. 57. Peterson (1988) fn 14, p.   

34 Granville Allen Mawer, Ahab’s Trade: the saga of South Seas whaling (Allen & Unwin, St 
Leonards, NSW, 1999) pp. 96 ff. 
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resources commission. In a highly capitalised industry it makes commercial 
sense to seek maximum returns on that capital outlay during its limited 
economic life. Restraint is not likely to maximise the return. Some other actor 
may take the resource or delay may mean that exploitation can occur only after 
further capital outlay. If a resource is likely to be exhausted it makes narrow 
commercial sense to get the best return and then invest elsewhere. 
Other interests: scientific and environmental  
The results of Antarctic scientific research may have value beyond that of 
information for its own sake. As is generally the case, Antarctic research is 
typically supported in accordance with priorities established by funding bodies. 
Thus, the Australian Antarctic Science Advisory Committee “concluded that the 
conduct of science of practical and economic significance, and science deemed 
by the Government to be of national significance, should remain as the 
Government’s primary goal”. The Committee added that: “Research into global 
climate change will retain its significant international visibility far into the 
future” and that Australia should direct research to “protect the Antarctic 
environment” in order to “adhere to its international obligations to protect the 
Antarctic environment”.35  

Governments have accorded science more importance in the Antarctic 
Treaty regime than is usual in other contexts. Science is the specially endorsed 
human activity under the Antarctic Treaty and its protocol. Many governments 
see a correlation between national influence in Antarctic Treaty forums with the 
extent and quality of scientific programmes and information produced.36  

Scientific activities are relatively non-controversial and were 
demonstrated during the IGY to defuse sovereignty issues. The 
reason that Antarctica is uniquely dedicated to science does not 
therefore arise from its particular suitability for research but rather 
from political necessity.37  
Science may even enhance its importance within the Antarctic Treaty 

regime as human activity in the Antarctic becomes more intense. More 
information would be required for environmental management. Scientific work 
for this purpose is dependent upon states continuing to place a high priority on 
environmental protection. 

On the other hand, scientific research in support of economic activities may 
prove to be a two edged sword. A growth in demand for research of economic 
                                                 
35 Antarctic Science Advisory Committee, Australia’s Antarctic Program Beyond 2000 (1997) fn 21, 

executive summary and §4.25. 

36 See, for example, ibid., §§4.17 and 4.26. 

37 Auburn, F.M., Antarctic Law and Politics (C. Hurst & Co., London, Croom Helm (Australia), 
Canberra, 1982), p. 99. 
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relevance is likely to run counter to the Antarctic Treaty requirement that 
“Scientific observations and results from Antarctica shall be exchanged and 
made freely available” (art. III(1)(c)). Such a provision sits awkwardly with 
unfortunate trends to claim intellectual property over basic scientific discoveries 
and to guard unprotectable information that may have commercial application.38 
These trends may, for example, affect research sponsored by drug companies in 
search of promising biological chemicals occurring in nature. A similar 
predicament arose in the negotiations of the Minerals Convention. Provision was 
made for confidentiality.39 Calls for further exceptions have the potential to 
transform the traditional non-controversial scientific co-operation under the 
Antarctic Treaty to one of controversial competition. This could have serious 
consequences for co-operation between states under the regime. 

Governments have an interest in Antarctic environmental protection just as 
they have an interest in scientific research. The main difference in the political 
significance of these two interests is that environmental protection is a potent 
electoral issue for many governments participating in the Antarctic regime. In 
most cases environmental groups are financially independent of other interest 
groups and have the capacity to mobilise the electorate. In contrast, the scientific 
community has a relatively low capacity to mobilise the electorate and is largely 
dependent on official financial support. This analysis suggests that the 
governments of democracies are likely to be stronger supporters of 
environmental protection than others because of the influence that 
environmental groups can bring to bear through the ballot box. The influence of 
environmental groups was sharply demonstrated in mobilising opposition to the 
Minerals Convention. The public interest that they generated was new in 
Antarctic politics.40  

The power environmental groups lies in their ability to influence 
governments either directly or indirectly through the electorate. They have no 
enforcement authority except what might be given them under the domestic 
legislation of a state. They may monitor compliance but can only report 
infractions and urge action on governments. Governments themselves have 
direct control over their traditional Antarctic programs through measures such as 
budgetary control and power to direct officials. At most there may be problems 
                                                 
38 Antarctic Science Advisory Committee, Australia’s Antarctic Program Beyond 2000 (1997) fn 21, 

§§4.12 & 6.5. 

39 Convention for the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities (CRAMRA), done at 
Wellington on 2 June 1988, arts. 16 and 38(10)-(13). 

40 Burgess, John, “Comprehensive environmental protection of the Antarctic: new approaches for 
new times” in The Future of Antarctica: exploitation versus preservation, edited by Grahame 
Cook (Manchester University Press, Manchester & New York, 1990) pp. 53-67 at pp. 54-56 and 
Elliott, Lorraine, Protecting the Antarctic Environment: Australia and the Minerals Convention 
(Australian Foreign Policy Papers, Australian National University 1993, Canberra, 1993) pp. 57-
58. 
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of co-ordination between various arms of government responsible for different 
aspects of a state’s program. Legislation will almost certainly be required for a 
government to secure observance by private actors of environmental measures. 
The wider ranging the legislative and enforcement net the more effective is the 
environmental regime likely to be. It is thus surprising that in the early 1990s 
ASOC should have opposed the development of a protocol on tourism and non-
governmental activity that gave hope of increased government control over 
those activities which at the moment are subject to an open access regime.41 
This observation leads into a discussion about the adaptability of the Antarctic 
Treaty regime. 

THE RESILIENCE AND ADAPTABILITY OF THE ANTARCTIC 
TREATY REGIME 
Over the past 40 years the Antarctic Treaty regime has shown that it can adapt. 
The regime has transformed itself by adding economic sub-regimes, increasing 
participation and developing environmental regulation. Moreover, these changes 
have occurred without destabilising a foundation interest of security or, it would 
seem, the accommodation on claims. 

This final section will attempt a brief survey of how the regime might 
respond to challenges that would emerge from the likely shift of interests and 
international actors of influence. Any shift runs the danger of disrupting what 
had been a settled accommodation of other interests and actors.  

The survey suggested that an expansion of economic interests is likely to 
go hand in hand with the emergence on the Antarctic scene of highly capitalised 
actors of the globalised economy. In the absence of a satisfactory 
accommodation this development could lead, for argument’s sake, to an 
assessment by some states that the regime does not offer enough protection for 
their own economic interests and ambitions regarding claims. The resulting 
destabilisation for these reasons could lead to other states concluding that the 
regime does not protect their security interests. The unravelling of the Antarctic 
Treaty regime could be complete. 

In the Antarctic, the open access principle mentioned earlier is expressed 
most clearly in the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living 
Resources (CCAMLR). The convention does not purport to limit any state’s 
access to the Southern Ocean resources while it complies with measures laid 
down regulating that access. Those measures do not discriminate on the grounds 
of nationality. To make effective its non-discriminatory regulation the 
convention relies on national enforcement – principally control by the Flag State 
                                                 
41 XVI ATCM/INFO 77 of 11 October 1991, p. 1; ASOC information paper no. 2 of 9 November 

1992; ASOC information paper no. 1 of 11 November 1992 in document XVII ATCM/INFO 52 of 
12 November 1992.  
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of the vessel. The effectiveness of such a regime is vulnerable to third party 
operations (activities of vessels not flagged by a party to the regime), to the lack 
of apportionment of allowable catch between operators or even between parties, 
variation between the parties in rigour and procedures of domestic 
implementation and uncoordinated inspection and enforcement. Such are the 
typical characteristics of high seas regimes.   

The regulation of tourism on the land area displays similar characteristics. 
Access is open to any operator whether or not it is a national of a party to the 
treaty. There may, indeed, be a complex blend of nationalities involved in a 
tourism venture with the vessel (or aircraft), operator, passengers, associated 
travel agents and points of departure and return involving different states. Other 
than protected areas, there are no restrictions on the places to be visited and the 
frequency of visits and volume of visitors. Reliance is largely placed on non-
legally binding codes of conduct and the good will of operators. The current 
system is obviously vulnerable to influence by economically powerful actors.  

If the marine living resources sub-regime and approach to regulation of 
tourism are any guide the regulation of the approach to exploitation of icebergs 
is likely to share similar characteristics. Commercial interest in prospecting for 
unknown biochemicals of possible medical or other use is a relatively low 
impact activity that can be carried out in the context of existing scientific 
programs. Without doubt the regulatory starting point for this activity will be the 
open access regime for scientific research spelt out in the Antarctic Treaty. 

It is always possible for an open access model of political organisation in 
areas outside state jurisdiction to adopt disciplines akin to that typical of 
activities within the territory of a state. Even so, it is juridically complex and 
politically demanding to obtain the necessary state consent. In spite of all the 
difficulties, the Antarctic Treaty consultative parties in the Minerals Convention 
seem even to have produced for the region the blueprint of a closed access 
model for an economic activity. This is so for the phases of exploration and 
exploitation. The initial phase of prospecting was to remain a modified open 
access system.  

The Minerals Convention stipulated that activities could be carried out only 
in accordance with the convention. Operators were restricted to those that stood 
in a particular relationship to a party to the regime so that the party could 
exercise effective control over them. The convention envisaged that access to 
particular areas would be limited to designated operators. Miraculously this was 
all to be achieved within the framework of art. IV of the Antarctic Treaty and its 
moratorium on claims. 

It is possible for a similar scheme to be devised for other economic 
activities. Indeed there are some trends towards applying uniform disciplines to 
the open system under the marine living resources convention. These include 
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flag state licensing requirements for all vessels in the fisheries, an observer and 
inspection scheme permitting inspection of licensed vessels within the 
convention area,42 a related obligation on the flag state to "take steps to 
prosecute and, if necessary impose sanctions",43 mandatory vessel monitoring 
systems by satellite, port inspections of landing and transhipments, marking of 
vessels and shipping gear, surveillance and measures to ensure that cargoes of 
fish have been caught in accordance with the regime and a catch documentation 
scheme to determine whether traded toothfish has been caught in accordance 
with the conservation measures.44 In addition, global developments promise 
enhancement of the high seas controls available to regional fishing organisations 
like CCAMLR over the vessels of states not a party to the organisation.45 The 
challenge is to impose effective controls on an open system before the resource 
is degraded or other interests, notably environmental ones, are impaired.  

Where costly fixed installations are required to exploit a resource, 
economic interests give some support for a closed system. This was dramatically 
shown in the Minerals Convention where uniform disciplines as a price for 
security of title. In the negotiation of these disciplines states that are unlikely to 
benefit directly or indirectly through their nationals from the economic activity 
will insist on obtaining some other benefit – probably revenue sharing – as the 
price of their agreement. The tortuous negotiation and then re-negotiation of the 
deep sea mining provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea illustrate the difficulty of securing an acceptable balance. 

There is a danger that parties dissatisfied to the point of withdrawing from 
the regime might join critical outsiders – say the Third World General Assembly 
majority – and convert it to a potent threat to the Antarctic Treaty regime. So far 
that majority has been impotent because of the ability of the Antarctic Treaty 
regime to attract the main Third World states. It cannot be assumed that this will 
always be the case. 
                                                 
42 Under art. XXIV of the convention. Adopted in 1988 see CCAMLR, Report of the seventh 

meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 24 October - 4 November 1988, pp. 30-35. 
Current scheme set out in CCAMLR, Schedule of Conservation Measures in force 2000/2001. 

43 §X Observation and Inspection System, supra.  

44 CCAMLR, Report of the eighteenth  meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 25 October - 
5 November 1999, p. 167.  

45 Agreement for the implementation of the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the law 
of the sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the conservation and management of straddling fish 
stocks and highly migratory fish stocks, opened for signature at New York on 4 December 1995 
(ILM, vol. 34, no. 6, p. 1,547-80 (November 1995)); FAO Agreement to promote compliance with 
international conservation and management measures by fishing vessels on the high seas, 
adopted on 24 November 1993 at the 27th session of the FAO Conference; Code of conduct for 
responsible fisheries adopted by consensus at the 8th session of the FAO Conference in res. 
4/95. These instruments are, for example, mentioned in CCAMLR, Report of the eighteenth 
meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 25 October - 5 November 1999, p. 15.   
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Several options exist for states to adopt a conceptually simple territory 
based sub-regime to regulate economic exploitation. That this step has not 
occurred is because parties to the regime do not choose to take the step rather 
than because it is inherently ruled out. No matter what a treaty provides, the 
parties to a treaty may at any time agree among themselves to amend it. 
Interests, not formalistic considerations, are the obstacles. Thus, a proposal that 
all parties to the Antarctic Treaty regime recognize the pooling of territorial 
rights – thus effectively creating a condominium – would be unacceptable to 
states that insist on maintaining their claim.  

It is possible to devise a territorial based regime using the international 
legal concept of an objective regime and the renowned ability of the of the 
regime states to interpret a situation in different ways that protected their 
underlying juridical position - bifocalism for short. This would allow the non-
claimant to justify its (and other’s) enforcement of a territorial based regulation 
because of the existence of an objective regime. While the claimant could view 
enforcement by others as having that basis it could regard its own enforcement 
as being based on its claim to sovereignty. 

In a number of contexts the consultative parties have come close to 
asserting their rights against the rest of the world to regulate at least some 
Antarctic matters. The instances are, notably, assertions of the special 
responsibility and competence of the consultative parties to protect the Antarctic 
environment and in the context of the Minerals Convention.   46

The reasons why states have been so reluctant to assert the existence of an 
objective regime (or other kindred device to justify territory based regulation) 
are revealing. However much a claimant’s position may be juridically protected 
by the freezing of claims in art. IV of the Antarctic Treaty, the claimant may 
view the prospect of state like permanency and functioning of the regime as a 
step too far. The duration and review provisions of the Antarctic Treaty reflected 
an ambivalence by claimants if not others about permanency. Likewise the 
aversion of Argentina and less so Chile to even a modest administrative 
structure under the Antarctic Treaty was a manifestation of the same concern. It 
was important from this viewpoint that Antarctica should not be 
“internationalised”.47 In spite of even Argentina’s acceptance of the concept of a 
treaty secretariat and of administrative structures in the economic sub-regimes 
the attitude still constrains the imposition of disciplines. 
                                                 
46 The scope offered by applying the concept of an objective regime is examined in United 

Kingdom, ‘Enhancing compliance with the Protocol: departure state jurisdiction’, doc. XXI 
ATCM/WP 22, April 1997; Antarctica and International Law (1992), fn. 7, pt. AT/Rev. 1958-59 
pp. 36-38 and pt. AT91C, pp. 47-48. 

47 Argentina, “On the operation of the Antarctic Treaty system and the matter of establishing a 
permanent infrastructure,” in ATCM XIV document ANT/XIV/WP/2 of 5 October 1987; Child 
(1988) fn. 3, pp. 93-94; Chile, Ministerio de relaciones exteriores, Memoria, 1958, pp. 677-78. 
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For those like the United States that sought a regime that maximised 
national control, territorial based regulation would be unacceptable. Private 
commercial actors are likely to take a similar position. 

A system of territory based regulation would face another obstacle. Such a 
system would probably need a more streamlined decision making process than 
as yet exists in the Antarctic Treaty regime. This would be a real challenge to 
many parties especially in the likely event that it would lead to calls for majority 
decision making. 

The unhappy conclusions of these reflections is that the Antarctic is likely 
to be without particularly effective machinery to control growing commercial 
activity driven by increasingly well financed commercial actors. There will not 
be collective control of maritime zones off the Antarctic as there could be under 
an objective regime. It will be very difficult to secure agreement to move to a 
co-operative regime involving enforcement by courts and other authorities of 
each state and even more difficult to develop equivalent international 
institutional mechanisms. It will be increasingly difficult to control large scale 
tourist enterprises on anything other than the terms to which they themselves 
consent. I hope I am proved wrong and could be because the building blocks for 
control exist.  

Environmental interests will undoubtedly be under pressure from a larger 
commercial presence. The open texture of the environmental principles of the 
protocol will be only a weak protection48 – principles that the United States if 
not some others regard as not legally binding.49 It will be possible to retreat 
from some higher environmental standards currently pursued and still be within 
the wording of the protocol. Without a robust system of co-ordinated 
environmental protection able to be enforced by states, environmental 
organisations will be without an actor, states, that it can bring effective pressure 
to bear. If it had been possible to choose, a state enforcement regime associated 
with a territory based model of regulation internationally is likely to have been 
more fruitful than a liability regime. A liability regime requires effective 
enforcement mechanisms. 

Looming difficulties over the regulation of economic activities and the 
protection of the environment could well predispose some actors to co-operate 
with others to improve regulation in particular areas. Antarctic specially 
managed areas offer some scope within the system as it presently stands but the 
                                                 
48 Antarctica and International Law (1992-) fn 7, pt. 91C, pp. 9-12. 

49 Bloom, Evan T., Review of The Polar Regions and the Development of International Law by 
Donald R. Rothwell in "Book Reviews and Notes", AJIL, vol. 92, no. 3, pp. 593-95 (July 1998) at 
p. 594; Joyner, Christopher C., "The United States: legislation and practice in implementing the 
protocol" in Vidas, Davor (ed.), Implementing the Environmental Protection Regime for the 
Antarctic (Kluwer, Dordrecht, Boston & London, 2000) pp. 417-37 at p. 421.  
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step requires the agreement of all at a consultative meeting and entry may not be 
made subject to a permit.50 The regulatory committees under the Minerals 
Convention for particular areas is a precedent for more autonomy for particular 
areas.51 The introduction of such a concept into the current regime is likely to be 
difficult. While regionalisation may be attractive for countries like Australia to 
develop arrangements particular to its area of operations, the practice will 
probably be opposed by countries such as the United States if it is seen to 
restrict the rights of general access.  

On the other hand security interests may influence non-regional states to 
look unfavourably on regionalisation of the Antarctic Peninsula area favoured 
by some South American schools of thought. Such as step might weaken the 
demilitarisation assurances under the Antarctic Treaty.  

The biggest challenges to the Antarctic Treaty regime are likely to come 
from the South American zone. Geography is one reason. The Peninsula is the 
most accessible by virtue of its proximity to a neighbouring continent and its 
milder climate. It is even now the most settled with bases and most populated. It 
is the subject of intense rival national ambitions. It is located close to disputed 
islands occupied by the United Kingdom over which a war has been fought. It 
borders a sea lane of some strategic importance. Moreover, in the words of a 
United States student of South American affairs: “The aggressive and conflictual 
currents of South American geopolitical thinking may overcome tendencies to 
be rational or cooperative and produce nationalistic and conflictual 
outcomes.”52  There is also a serious South American dimension in the 
continuing stalemate on the establishment of a much needed Antarctic Treaty 
secretariat.53 British objections to the location of the Antarctic Treaty secretariat 
in Buenos Aires reduces confidence in the system. The British objection is 
interpreted as linked to bilateral difficulties with Argentina and particularly the 
sovereignty dispute over the Falklands.54 As such, the British position offends a 
long standing principle of the Antarctic Treaty regime that “participating 
governments avoid linking Antarctic and non-Antarctic issues in their 
negotiations or interactions.”55 
                                                 
50 Annex V, art. 4(3).  

51 Arts. 29-32 Minerals Convention.  

52 Child (1988) fn. 3, p. 200.  

53 On 17 July 2001, shortly after the conference, the United Kingdom agreed to lift the objection to 
Buenos Aires sustained since the seventeenth consultative meeting in 1992 when Argentina 
and others lifted their objection to a secretariat (Russian Federation, Report of the XXIV 
Antarctic Treaty consultative meeting, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation, 9-20 July 2001, 
§§20-24). 

54 UK, Parliamentary debates, House of Commons, cols. 586-594 (21 July 1994).  

55 Peterson (1988) fn 14, p. 94. A discussion of the issues is in Antarctica and international law 
(1992-) fn 7, pt. 92C, pp. 13-15. 
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Paradoxically enough the greater volatility of the Peninsula area may well 
be a bulwark of the Antarctic Treaty regime. It is likely to attract the same 
serious and constructive attention that it did from the 1940s. The main ideas and 
stimulus to put the Antarctic Treaty in place came out of a focus on the 
problems of that region. 

Apart from the concerns about the Antarctic Peninsula, in the next 40 years 
it is going to be difficult to balance interests under the Antarctic Treaty in the 
light of the expected increased intensity of human activity. It is likely that hard 
choices will have to be made between interests.  

Although difficult, one can be reasonably confident that the regime will 
continue to adapt. There are influential tendencies that make for resilience. The 
very existence of the regime predisposes actors who have supported it to 
continue doing so: “a successfully established regime itself becomes a factor in 
its later evolution.”56 As much as anything else, the conclusion of Australia’s 
review of its Antarctic commitment “to enhance Australia’s influence in the 
Antarctic Treaty System” reflects its perception of the value of the bird in the 
hand.   57

While the chances are good that the regime will survive, its survival may 
be at the expense of some present valued interests. It gives me no satisfaction to 
conclude that environmental protection will probably retreat in importance. My 
sense is that the Antarctic Treaty regime in 40 years time will be regarded as 
valuable because of its security assurance and because it holds the balance 
between those states and other interests that, without it, would have conflicting 
ambitions for the region. The regime will, I suspect, be a less friendly 
institution. Science will be less the currency of goodwill and co-operation and 
more a servant of commercial competition. Nevertheless, there is still likely to 
be a strong core of scientific co-operation surrounding monitoring and research 
into global environmental trends. The need is pressing for continuing Australian 
participation to secure the most favourable outcome.  
                                                 
56 Peterson (1988) fn 14, p. 9. 

57 Antarctic Science Advisory Committee, Australia’s Antarctic program beyond 2000 (1997) fn 21, 
§4.21. 
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